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ABSTRACT 

This paper treats topics in the linear theory of dissipative trapped
electron instabilities, and in the. nonlinear theory of the dissipative 
trapped-ion instabilities. Stability criteria are obtained for dissipative 
trapped-electron modes in a tokamak-type magnetic field with shear. In the 
important case where the mode is driven by the electron temperature gradi
ent, and neglecting "ballooning" effec;ts, shear is found to stabilize the 
mode if typically rn/Ls > 0.1 (r/2R) 112d£nTe/dtnn, a condition that can be 
attained. With. weak shear, it is shown, however, that the mode-structure. 
along the field can exhibit substantial "ballooning." The dissipative 
trapp~d~ion mode, which is not shear-stabilized, is considered in its non
linear regime. Including nonlinear! x ~motions, exact stationarytrapped
ion-mode solitary-wave solutions are found, in which the wave energy in 
longer azimuthal wavelength~ passes to ·shorter-wavelength components that 
are strongly damped by ion bounce resonances; the amplitudes are suffi
ciently reduced that a diffusion lower than Kadomtsev's is indicated. As 
a second nonlinear mechanism, anomalous velocity-space.scattering due to 
the development of an unstable loss-cone-type ion distribution fun.ction is 
considered; this mechanism raises the effective ion collision frequency and 
increases the stability of the longer azimuthal-wavelength modes. 

Trapped-Electron Mode 

In the collisionless regime, and in the frequency range between the 
thermal ion and thermal electron bounce frequencies wb = 2n/~ ds/v11 , for a 
tokamak system the drift wave occurs as a trapped-electron mode [l] driven 
unstable by the collisional detrapping of the electron during a wave period. 
The mode is electrostatic with the fluctuating potential 
<l>(:is,t) = cj> 0 (r)P(e) exp(im a - H·z;) , where a is the angle the short way 
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and i:; the angle the long way around the torus. Here we first consider the 
radially l~calized modes that occur about the high-order rational surf aces 
m = tq(r.) with m, t integral. We treat the ballooning in e as a higher 
order eftect and eliminate the P(8) dependence from the mode equation. In 
cases where the shear is sufficiently weak, the ballooning which arises from 
the trapped electron integral operator appears as a first-order effect and 
gives rise to a different class of modes which will be discussed later. The 
radially locqlized modes occur with width of order 8r = p/sl/2 where 
p = c(m Te)ll2/eB , and the shear parameter is given by S = rn/Ls = (£/q) x 
ldtnq(rY/dtn n(r)I • The condition that the mode frequency be greater 
than the thermal ion bounce frequency requires that k,p > (rn/Lc) (Ti/Te) 112 . 

Th~ electron distribution .function is calculated for general w/w~eand 
v: = v~ f/wse by introducing the following approximations. First the · 
elliptic-function bounce orbits in the field B = Boil - £cos 8) are approxi
mated by their sin.usoidal limit S(t) = 80 (/.) sin [lffiCt-t

0
)] ,

1
where 80 (1.) = 

[2 (1-/.Bmin) /Et.B
0

] 1/2 and wfi = (£EAB0 ) l/2 /qR with Biiilx < A < Bmin defining 
the trapped particles. We note, however, that for the trapped· orbits to 
cover the full range 0 ~ 80 ~ n we must lower AminB0 from 1/(1 + £) to 
1/[1 + £(n2/2 - 1)] in this model. The second approximation is to write 
for the dom!nant collisional P!;OCess. the local trappped electron collision 
operator C(f~) = -v~ff(ve/v) 3 f~ with v~ff = VeiCl + zeff)/£ , as intro
duced by Kadomtsev and Pogutse [1] and shown in our work to give results 
in good agreement with more complete calculations based on the Fokker--T 
Planck operator [2]. Within this mod~l th~ trapped electron density ne is 
readily calculated as n~/n0 = -(E/2) 112 (e~/Te) E Yn(w) where 

*e 

\ 

w-wT (E) 
(1) 

where w~e = w*e[l + ne(E/Te - 3/2)] , nj = din Tj/dtnn
0 

, and < > denotes 
the average over energies and pitch angles of the trapped electrons.. For 
k11Lc = Im - tql << 1 we recover from Eq. (1) the well-known low frequency 
limit for n~ , and for k11Lc = Im - tql >> 1 and w > wse we recover from 
Eq. (1) the slab approximation result Im n~ ex: nl/2[w - w*e(l-ne/2)]/lk ... lve• 
for which the critical shear and growth rates are well known [3]. In apply
ing Eq. (1) we further approximate the A-integral and carry out the energy 
integrals numerically, since the strong energy dispersion of v~ff (E) is an 
essential feature of the dissipative phenomena. In Fig. (1) the dissipa
tive part of I = Im Y0 (w = w*~)/ne is shown at m = tq and compared with 
the asymptotic expansion of the Fokker-Planck result to the first order, 
I!p , and to th.e third order, It~). The equivalent asymptotic expansions 
0¥ I are also shown and are seen to agree closely with the Fokker-Planck 
expansions. Note the substantial shift to larger w*e/v~ff and the increase 
in the value of the maximum of I compared to the asymptotic approximations. 

For mode frequencies greater than the circulating ion transit fre
quency (w > vi/qR) , orbit periodicity effects are negligible, and the per
turbed ion density ni is calculated as in the slab model to obtain n. as a 
function of Z(r;) and ro,1 = exp(-b)Io,1(b) , where b = kIPI/2 , andi i:; = 
w/lk11lvi , in which the local w,.'1.e numbers are given by k 11 = (m - tq)/L 
and k.l = m/r. Here, Z(I:;) = n-l !°!: dx exp(-x2)/(x-r;-io), v· = c 
(2Tj/mj)l/2 and Pj = v·fwcj • By invoking quasi-neutrality we ofitain t.he 
mode equation for the tll1ctuating potential. In this section, we consider 
the radial dependence of the mode equation and eliminate the a-dependence 
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by contracting with the a-adjoint function [9' (qRd6/B)P* exp(-im e + iR.r,;)) . 
Below, _the· a·-dependence is considered in a complementary calculation. 

The equation we obtain is 

2 . . . . . -1 

2 a. cf> o { [ w*i 1 J dr o ni w*i d [ J 2 ni w*i dr o} 
P ar2 + -z;;z l -~<1 -2 11i) db + z;;z w db b(r 1-r o) +z;; (l+z;;z)-w- db 

(2) 

where w*j = (ckJ.Tj/e.B) dt~n/dr , and T = Te/Ti.. Equation (2) de~cribes 
modes localized to t~e rational surfaces where ion Landau damping is. expo..:. 
nentially small. In the vicinity of the rational surface Eq. (2) reduces 
to cf>" + [Q0 (w) +· s2x2Q1 (w)] cf> = · 0 , and has finite, outgoing energy solutions 
for w = w0 + iyk ~ where · 

and 
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w = w n = 
o *e o 

w*e[r
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+ nib(r1 - r
0

)] 

1 + T(l - f ) 
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2 
w*eno (( e: )1/2 

Yk = _r_+ __ b_(_r ____ r_0~).l -2 Im Y
0

<w
0

) 

o ni 1 

s jdr0 ,1/2[ l+n1Jl/2[ 1 ( n. (l _ b(2r0 -· sr1 /2 )]1/2 
- "Q db 1 + n-:t 1 + n-; 1 + i r - r ) 
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(e:/2)1/2(Y /2 - y /4) 1/2 
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0 

n.) /n ! ] } 
. i 0 ' (3) 

on 

I = .L..Y0 (w=wu)l77e 
(p) . . 

I. = asymptotic exp-onsion to (w .. elv:ff )P 

I (~ d. . 
FP = correspon mg expansion using 

Fokker - Planck .operator. 
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Fig. 1. 
The dominant trapped 

electron destabilizing term 
for positive ne . The 
values obtained from the 
collisional model are . 
denoted by I , the asymptotic 
expansions by r(p) , and the 
corresponding Fokker-Planck 
expansions by I~) . 
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In examining the growth rate Yk we first observe that there are two · 
regimes, kiP ~ Kc , where Kc is approximately independent of machine ~}~e 
when expressed in terms of v* and is given by Kc= 0.7(rn/Lc)(£mi/me) v~. 
For k,p < Kc the normal elect~on temperature gradient (ne > O) is destabi
lizing, and for k,p > Kc this gradient is stabilizing. For v~ ~ 1 we have 
Kc ~ 1 for typical system p~rameters, and if we restrict the consideration 
to kiPi < 1 ~ arguing that such modes maximize the diffusion then we have 

2 . 2 . 1/2 I 1/2 

( 
l+ni)' ·[ -(LC) (k.lp) (£/2) (Yo/2 - yl 4)1 } 

-Sl+ T .l. r l+(l+n.)/T ' <
4> 

n 1 

where yi(x) and y2 (x) are the coefficients in the dissipative parts of Y0 
proportional to ne and the frequency shift, respectively. For k.lp < Kc , 
ReYo ~ -0.82(k.lp/Kc) , and the radial anti-well steepening due to J~(k11Lc) 
is small if k,p < (rn/Lc)(mi/me)l/6 v:l/3 • The critical shear required 
for stability-in this regime is approximately given by 

= ( 
2
£ )\1/2 [-o_.1_7_n_e_+_o_._oo_7_K_~_<1_+_<_1_+_n_i_) f_T_) J 

5crit 1 + (1 + n.)/T 
1 

(5) 

and for S << Scrit and ne - 1 the maximum growth rate occurs at k.lp = 0;44Kc 
and is given by Ymax = 0.025 £1/2 n~v~ff • As the estimate for the 
anomalous diffusion rate we obtain from Ymaxlk~ that 

where c2 =·0.025 ne. £l/2 (mi/me) ldtnn/qdtnql and Pee= Peq/£ • The diffu
sion.DA differs by a factor q and a numerical coefficient from that given 

· earlier by Galeev [2J. The scaling of DA is similar to the neoclassical 
diffusion coefficient Dneo and DA/Dneo = c2/£1/2 ~ 50 - 80 . This diffu
sion coefficient DA and the associated electron thermal conductivity KA = 
(7/2)DA/ne are used in the Princeton anomalous transport code which pre
dicts loss rates not inconsistent with Tokamak experiments. We also 

(6) 

remark that th.e n(r) , Te(r) and q(r) profiles reported for ST are consist
ent with being near a state of marginal stability given by Eq. (5), further 

_suggesting the 1 importance of~the mode for the experiments. 

Further into the banana regime Kc << 1 , 'and fast growing modes with 
k.lp > Kc occur, driven by the cross-field ion inertia effect and stabilized 
by positive ne • In this case the steepening of the anti-well by J~(k11Lc) 
is important except for k.lp < 2(r /Lc)£-l/4 • Although the most dangerous 
modes here have k.!.P > 2(rn/Lc)£-1?4,we estimate that, with the radial-well 
enhancement, the critical shear in this regime is 

s . cr1t 

. 2 
_ (..£ 1/2[ 0.13 ·ne J [. 112(Lc) 
- 2) 0.2 - l+(l+ni)/T I l+0.04£ rn 

1+0.8 n 112 

1 + ( 1 +n . ) i T J • 
1 

For S << Scrit the maximum growth rate ii given by Ymax ~ 0.06 £1/2 ve , 
and the diffusion implied is D ~ 0.06 £1 2 VeP2(Ls/rn) with maxD = 
0.'06 £l/2 (p/r ) (L /r ) (cT /eB) . 

n s n e 

(7) 
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In the above radial eigenmode calculations the usual drift-wave-type 
analysis is followed with .the integral electron-collision term (the Yn) 
treated as perturbations in the inode equation. We· find that for suffi
ciently small shear there is also a class of growing modes which have a 
substantial "ballooning" component along the magnetic field. Here the mode 
structure is determined by the integral electron-collision term rather than 
by the ion sound propagation term, and the basic equation has the form: 

2 ' I 
[ 

. a 2 pi ( Te w*e ) (k . + R.q' e) 2 
cf> = D$ 

A--+B+- -+-- r 
ae2 2 Ti w . 

2 

A. - ( Te + w*e) vi where - T. w 2 2 2R2 
1. w q 

. k2 2 
w* ( T w* ) ,p. e e e - i B=l--+-+---

w T. w 2 
1. 

!. 3 _M( w-w!e ) 
D (integral operator) = d vr-

e w+iveff 
e 

, cf> =<I> expf-iR.(z:; - qe)) , 

cf> = _gi ds~/v11/ !P ds/v,_, , k.l = R.q/r , and e is the poloidal angle measured 
"from the outside of the torus. 

(8) 

Treating the sound term (A) and the shear term (third term) as small, 
and noting that to lowest order w = w*e , we see that Eq. (8) reduces to 
the same type of integral equation encountered in solving the dissipative 
trapped-ion mode eigenfunction problem. Application of a variational pro
cedure then yields a solution for the orbit-averaged potential qi which max
imizes the destabilizing term o~ the right ~ide of this equation. The 
resultau: growth rate is y "' (w0 /w*~l (c./2) 112 Im Y0 , and the corresponding 
form of cf> can be inverted to give . cf> "' cos(e/2) . However, this lowest 
order solution does not satisfy the requirements that the potential cf> and 
its e derivative be continuous at e = ±TI • It is thus necessary t:o include 
the first term in Eq. (8) and solve the resultant differntial equation as a 
boundary layer problem in the region around e = ±TI where the lowest order 
solution breaks down. Here it is found that the eigenvalue (and hence the 
growth rate) is not appreciably affected by this modification but that the 
mode now has the structure 

where o :: 
tions and 

;(e) =cos~+~ exp(- ~)[cosh(~) + cosh(~ + 2Tiitq)] (9) 

i(A/D) 
112 

• This aolution satisfies t;he required boundary condi-. 
is valid provided (rn/Lc)(l.5/n~/2El/4)<k.lp{<(rn/Lc)(c.l/4n~12/5s). 

If a step model for the a-dependence of the magnetic field is adopted, 
then the preceding weak shear problem can be solved without recourse to the 
perturbation treatment. Since a narrow boundary layer is no longer required, 
the lower constraint can be removed. The solution takes the form 

cf>(e) = ~{ [l-exp(4TIHq)] sin(mr)sin(~a)· - [1- exp(2TiiR.q)] 2 cos(crn) cos(o.e). 

+ [l + exp(2TiiR.q)]
2
sin

2
(o.TI) + [l - exp(2TiiR.q)] 2 cos2 (crn)} (10) 

wnere ~ .. = ~ ~ {[l + exp(2TIHq)]
2
sin

2
(o.TI) + [1 - exp(2TiiR.q)J 2cos2 (crn.)} , 

o.::(B/A)l/2 , and.the corresponding dispersion relation determining·the 
eigenvalue B is 



B = 1 _ __!._ [ sin(crn) cos (cm) . ]' (ll) 
D · air 2 . 2 ( ) cos (air) + B sin air 

'tiTith a.= [1 + exp(2iritq)]
2
/[l exp(2~itq)] 2 • For the case !Al < lnr Eq. 

(11) reduces to 

(12) 

This result, which can also be obtained by applying the boundary layer 
approach· described.earlier, indicates that the ion sound term makes a small 

·stabilizing contribution to this class of modes. 

Trapped-Ion Mode 

For conditions approaching tokamak reactor requirements, the plasma is 
more collisionless and its pai::ameters can fall within the regime where the 
dissipative trap¥ed-ion mode is pr~dicted to appear, namely "Iff < w < v~.ff 
with w < ~i < wbe and w !:: w0 = r. 112w*e/2 . In estimating the diffusion 
arising from this instability the most connnon approach has been to examine 
the E x B motion where E is the oscillatory electric field. This· leads to the 
approximate result D !::-c21El2Y/B2w2 with E determined from the condition 
that the local density gradient be locally annihilated by the perturbations. 
Here we consider a model, similar to one first proposed by Kadomtsev and 
Pogutse [l] , which includes the nonlinear ~ x ! motion o.f the trapped particles~ 
and analyze the following model equations for the trapped-particle densities T . 
ne ' i · T 2 T ef f - T 

an ./at+(cExB/B )•Vn . = -\) i Ln . - n exp(±eq,/T)] (13) e,i -- . e,i e, e,i o 

together with the quasirteutrality condition· 

T T 
n + n exp(e4>/T) = n + n exp(-e4>/T) ·. e o i o (14) 

Since it is known from the linear theory of these modes.that for suffi
ciently weak temperature gradients .the unstable :spectrum is limited at short. · 
wavelengths by ion Landau. bounce-re§onance damping, we include an additional. 
dissipative term of order -(w4 /w~i)nI on the right of Eq •. (13) for the ions 
to incorporate this important. effect [ 4 '5] .. 

The above equations are analyzed in the slab limit with the usual 
'coordinates r,z; - qe replaced by x,y . In addition, we transform to a 
reference frame moving in the y-direction with speed v* = w0 /ky and obtain 
the following nonlinear equation for the normalized potential, ip 

lt.+ n + vip +a~+ ii+ B (lt i_t - lt fl)· = o 
aT a~2 a~4 a~ ax a~2 a~ axa~ 

(15) 

= ( eff/ I/2) < I ) 2 eff) where ijJ :Ve w0 £ f. eq, T , . ~ = ky(Y - v*t) , x = kxx, T=yt=(w0 /ve t, 
a= (1 - 1.5 fli)(w~v~f )/(w~-Y B=(2wofv~ff F.:l/2)(kxrn), "= v~ffveff/w2 ' 
and the boundary conditions \re ljl(~ + 2ir) = ip(~) and iJJ(x + 2ir)i= wtx) • 

0 

Here the nonlinear convective term, aip2/a~ , effectively "'steepens" the 
!Wave and provides a mechanism for transferring energy from long to short 
wavelengths which in turn can be ion Landau damped. The fourth derivative 
te~ is ion Landau damping, and comes from transforming w4/w£i to the 
moving frame. 

We first consider the one-dimensional problem which results when the 
last term in Eq.· (15) is negligible. For a - 1 the system can be marginally 
stable, and saturation of the fluctuations is determined by a mode coupling 
calculation which yields the asymptotic solution 

' I 

·· ... 

t .. 

l i 
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1
i., = (y1y 2} sin F; + ( Y1 I r 2 } sin(20 + ... ] (16} 

where Yn_(growth·rate of nth Fourier mode}= n2 -· an4 - v ~ith y
1 

> 0 and 
Y2 < 0 . For 0 < a << 1 , and neglecting v , the problem is solved by 
multiple scale length expansion (WKB} techniques giving the following 
steady state solution 

"1 = nd(u}{ (C
2 

/4}(k/k'} 
2 

sn(u)cn(u} + C sin'cct> (f.J ta1' 2]} . m m (17} 

where u = (K~/n,k} , C~ ~ 4k'2 K(k}/n , k' = (1 - k2}1/2 , K is the complete 
elliptic integral of the first kind, nd , sn , en are Jacobi elliptic func
tions, and k is determined by the appropriate WKB periodicity condition. 
Equation (17) represents a solitary wave solution, involving both long and 
short wavelength components. 

Usi_ng Eq. _(16) we. find that near marginal· stability (a - l} the diffu
· sion coefficient is 

D • ,:~:f)~ e~:T) lr1Y2J (18) 

Far from marginal stability (0 <a<< 1) many unstable modes.can be presen~ 
.and Eq. (17) is used to obtain 

£3/2 (WT. )3 (k cT)2 
D"' bi ~ . f(k) 

( v:ff) 4 eB (19) 

where 0 ~ f(k) ~ 1 . In Eq. (19), k should be chosen between w0 - \l~ff 
and the longest wavelength not stabilized by ion collisions. Despite the 
fact that these expressions scale more pessimistically with temperature, 
Eqs. (18) and (19) predict less diffusion for parameters typical of next 
generation tokamaks than the commonly used estimate cited earlier. They 
are, of course, restricted to the case w

0 
<< v:ff 

In addressing the two-dimensional pr.oblem we have studied the nonlinear 
evolution of the fractional ion density fluctuation, N = 2~ , by following 
it over long time intervals (> l /.y) with a computer code which solves· 
Eq. · (15) .. The code advances in time N, initially a random function of 
space, by a "leap-frog method" on a 64 x 64 x-y grid, and has yielded solu
tions for various prescribed wavenumber ·spectra. For cases where the 
S-term in Eq. (15) is dominant, a class of analytic 2-D solutions have been 
found of the form N - kxx[1 + b(t) cos kyY] where b(t) is either an expo
nential growth or damping factor. The growth case corresponds to the 
presence of localized short wavelength "flutes" with wave vectors in the 
y-direction. This is in gocid agreement with numerical solutions which 
exhibits such behavior in regions where -aN/ax is large. 

A different type of nonlinear mechanism that can lower the amplitude 
of the prevailing electric field (and hence the diffusion) for the tra~ped
ion mode is one that arises from a velocity-space instability. Here ·the 
untrapped ions and ali the electrons remain essentially Maxwellian, while 
the tr~pped-ion distribution develops approximately in the form 

· M [ · 2 2J f
0 

= F 1 + ci0(2£v.!. - v11 ) (20) 



) 

where If is a Maxwellian, e (x) is a step function, a= e~ (1 +Ti/Te) /Ti (2e:)~ , 
and (ji is the oscillatory low-frequency potential. Taking this for the 
trapped,;...ion equilibrium distribution.function and co~sidering e:ectrostatic 
ion-cyclotron waves with k.!.Vi >> w - Wei >> k11Ve , we , we obtain the· 
following dispersion relation 

· .Y + i sg(k11 ) + ; F(n) = o · (21) 

A 2 A . 1/2 • 1/2 
where y = k11k.l~i , r = (a/7T )kiPi ; n = (1 - w/wci) [k.L/k .. (2e:) J , 
F(n) = f~m dxJt (x) I [n - x + · ie:sg(k11 )J , and sg(k .. ) is the sign of k.. • On 
those flux lines where a > 0 , Eq. (21) gives unstable modes with a maximum 
growth rate, YHF ~ 0.06 e: 112 a 2wci • This high frequency instability leads 
to a velocity-space scattering rate, 

eff 
\) . 

1 
0.014 a4 e: 

1/2 
w . (22) 

C1 

After taking its spatial average we use this expression instead of the ion 
Coulomb collision frequency iri the linear theory [4] to obtain the stabil
ity. criterion, xv{ff = 10 y0 where y0=(1+1.4ne)e:2w~e/(l+Te/Ti) 2ve and x is 

· a number, typically of order unity, that is calculated in Ref. [4]. 

With the saturation amplitude, <f> , determined by the above, we esti-
mate the diffusion from 

where Wr.F and YLF are the frequency and.growth: rate of the trapped:--ion 
instability'. This is- the appropriate expression if it is less than the 
usual diffusion coefficient obtained from requiring destruction· of local 

·density gradients, namely, D0 ~ YLF /k! ~ 2y0 /k! • Hence, we can write 

ID (t/t1) 3 , i < t 1 D ~ o 

D t > t
1 0 ' 

(23) 

(24) 

. . . [ 2 3/2 2 4i 1/6 
~here t 1 ~ 0.5· · (1 +Ti/Te) wcivex/(l + 1.4 ne)e: w* q J • This 
indicates that the new high frequency saturationmechanism leads to a·lower 
Ciiffusion level for low toroidal mode nuinbers, i • However, in some situ
ations the high frequency mode cannot be triggered, since it is found to be 
convective along the field line, and the finite scale iength in tokamaks 
.can therefore limit its amplj.ficatiOn length. If we demand A e-folding 
lengths of the high~frequency wave in the tokamak trapping region (typically 
A~ 10), we find D is modified to 

D ~· 1:o[(t/tl)3 + (t/!2)2] • t < min(tl't2) (25) 

0 
. i > min(t1 ,t2) 

1/2 1/2 -1/8 
.where t2 = (3/A ) (R/piq) e: In order for the diffusion to be less 
.than D0 ·,it is nec~ssary that the high mode number cutoff, tm, obtained 
by maximizing YLF/k.L in Ref. [5], be les's than t1 or t2 • Unfortunately, 
for ty~ical-~arameters (B = 50,kG,-T = 10 KeV, e: = 1/4, q = 3, ni = ne=l/2, 
n = 10 4 cm ) im ~ i1 > i2 with the ratio im/t1 quite insensitive to 
changes in T and n. Hence, in practice ~he trapped particle diffusion is 
not appreciably reduced by the high frequency saturation process. · 

l) 
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